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Ambassador Terry has created
an insightful new model for
business management that
includes people centered
leadership approaches.

~ Henry Wang - Int'l advisor
G20/B20 Taskforces

Rates  Do Not  Include Travel  & Expenses

Speaking Topics
Current Business Model - No Longer Valid

The old way of leading people is about command
and control. There is no room for empathy. 

No more - it's about change or close...

A Simple Tilt of the Head  = Sale or No Sale
Through my research, I have found that people

move their muscles unconsciously and that
movement reflects what they are feeling and

thinking in the moment.
What if you could read that movement

in real-time?

Imposter Syndrome Can Be Stopped
Repetitive thoughts in adulthood are a direct

result of an emotional event in early childhood.
Learn how the RBCR Q&A sequence

stops those thoughts permanently.

Bio

As seen live on

The Business Paradigm has Changed Forever
 

Terry is an author, social media influencer, and Global Peace
Ambassador. He combines his experiences in this varied roles to

help leading executives achieve new apex levels.
 

Amb. Terry leaves his audiences with the confidence that they can
formulate a new vision that is achievable with measurable results.

More details available in profiles below.

Hosting

linktr.ee/terryearthwindnichols

What are you doing?

Two Minute Tuesdays with Amb. Terry

First Fridays with Amb. Terry 

Keynote Address
In Person Event

Length of Speech: up to one hour
AVAILABILITY

Two days before event until one day after 

$7,500 - $11,000

Event MC - In-person
AVAILABILITY

Two days before event until 
one day after 

$5,000 - $8,000 

Event MC - Online
AVAILABILITY

One hour before event until 
2 hours after speaking

$3,500

Keynote Address - Online
Length of Speech: up to one hour

AVAILABILITY
30 minutes before speaking until 

2 hours after speaking

$7,500

Consortium

https://www.linkedin.com/in/earthwind/
https://www.facebook.com/earthwindhealer
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGS8F6eEgBOMR1fEkbO4kkw
https://linktr.ee/terryearthwindnichols

